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Lecture 11 Highlights

I High order functions: Numeric differentiation and integration.

I Finding individual moves in Hanoi Towers (the monster
problem) iteratively.

I Root finding for real valued functions – preliminaries.
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Lecture 12, Plan

I The Newton–Raphson iterative root finding method.

I A geometric interpretation.

I Floating point (bounded precision) numbers.
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Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, Take 1 ‡

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?

‡thanks to Prof. Sivan Toledo for helpful suggestions and discussions related to
this part of the lecture
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Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, Take 2

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).
On top of this, you are told that f(x) is continuous, and you are
given two values, L and U , such that f(L) < 0 < f(U).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?
(we’ll discuss it on the blackboard, but this scenario should be
familiar to many of you.)
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Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, Take 3

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).
On top of this, you are told that f(x) is differentiable (is smooth
enough to have a derivative).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?
(here, we’ll discuss the Newton-Raphson iteration.)
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The Newton–Raphson Method

Last time, we tried to find a solution of x2 = M .

Define f(x) = x2 −M . This is a real valued function of one variable,
and it is differentiable everywhere.

What we seek is a root of the equation f(x) = 0.

Denote, as usual, the derivative of f at point x by f ′(x).

The Newton–Raphson method, or iteration, starts with some initial
guess, denoted x0, and iteratatively computes

xn+1 = xn −
f(xn)

f ′(xn)

until some halting condition is met.
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A Geometric Interpretation of Newton–Raphson Method

The Newton–Raphson method has a geometric interpretation:
Let xn be the current approximation of the root of f(x) = 0
(including the initial guess, x0). The next approximation, xn+1, is
the intersection point of the x-axis with the tangent to f at the point
xn (why?).
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The Newton–Raphson Method, cont.

The Newton–Raphson method, or iteration, starts with some initial
guess, denoted x0, and iteratatively computes

xn+1 = xn −
f(xn)

f ′(xn)

until some halting condition is met.

It is easy to see that if the sequence converges to some limit, x∞,
then f(x∞) = 0. But it is far from obvious why convergence should
hold.
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Properties of the Newton–Raphson Method

It can be rigorously shown that if f ′(x0) 6= 0 and the root is of
multiplicity one§, then convergence in the neighborhood of a root
holds, and furthermore has a quadratic rate. Roughly speaking, the
number of correct digits doubles at each iteration.

The claim guarantees that under reasonable initial conditions, this
sequence of tangents’ intersection points converges to a root (and
even converges fast).

The proof uses the Taylor series expansion of f(x), close to a root.
For obvious reasons (e.g. lack of familiarity with Taylor’s theorem),
the proof will not be given or even attempted.

Incidentally, the version we use is not due to Newton, but to the
much less known Raphson. (Joseph Raphson, approx. 1648–1715).

§f(x) = x · (x− 3)2 has two roots, 0 and 3. 0 has multiplicity one, while 3 has
multiplicity two.
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Newton–Raphson Method: Two Concrete Examples
It can be rigorously shown that if f ′(x0) 6= 0 and the root is of
multiplicity one, then convergence in the neighborhood of a root
holds, and furthermore has a quadratic rate. Roughly speaking, the
number of correct digits doubles at each iteration.

The claim guarantees hat under reasonable initial conditions, this
sequence of tangents’ intersection points converges to a root (and
even converges fast).

We will examine two specific functions:

• f(x) = x2 − 9387. We have already looked at this example. It
has two real roots, x = ±

√
9387 ≈ ±96.886, both of multiplicity

one.
We already saw that in this case, indeed Newton-Raphson
quickly converges to a root.

• f(x) = x2. It has one real root, x = 0, of multiplicity two.
We will see that in this case, Newton-Raphson slowly converges
to the root.
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Computing Square Root of 9387: Code
def iter9837(x): # compute next sequence element and its square

return x-(x**2 -9387)/(2*x),(x-(x**2 -9387)/(2*x))**2

Let us start with x0 = 13.7 this time, and execute the function
iteratively to get x1, x2, . . ., and their squares.
>>> iter9837 (13.7)

(349.4412408759124 , 122109.18082489743) # x1, x1**2

>>> iter9837(_[0]) # apply iter9837 to first element

(188.15206312696233 , 35401.19885893242) # x2, x2**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(119.02128022032366 , 14166.065145284809) # x3, x3**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(98.94476475839053 , 9790.066473093242) #x4 , x4**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.90793909066838 , 9391.148658800692) # x5 , x5**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653393625265 , 9387.000458180635) # x6 , x6**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173088 , 9387.000000000005) # x7, x7**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # x8 , x8**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # convergence , x8==x9
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Computing Square Root of 0: Slower Convergence Rate?
def iter0(x): # compute next sequence element and its square

return x-(x**2 -0)/(2*x),(x-(x**2 -0)/(2*x))**2

>>> iter0 (89.485) # a hugly starting point (ugly , if you insist)

(44.7425 , 2001.89130625)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(22.37125 , 500.4728265625)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(11.185625 , 125.118206640625)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(5.5928125 , 31.27955166015625)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(2.79640625 , 7.819887915039063)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(1.398203125 , 1.9549719787597657)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(0.6991015625 , 0.4887429946899414)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(0.34955078125 , 0.12218574867248536)

>>> iter0(_[0])

(0.174775390625 , 0.03054643716812134) # x9 , x9**2

>>> iter0(_[0])

(0.0873876953125 , 0.007636609292030335) # slower convergence.

In fact, notice that the function iter0(x) just halves its argument. 13 / 40
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The Newton–Raphson Method Is Not Fooled Easily
Consider the function 4x3 − 8x+ 20. In the interval [−2.2, 2.2] it
looks as following:

The derivative of f is f ′(x) = 12x2 − 8. f has a local minimum at
x =

√
2/3 = 0.816 and a local maximum at x = −

√
2/3 = −0.816.

If we pick x0 to the right of the local minimum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (1)
If we pick x0 to the right of the local minimum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?

We’ll just follow the iteration graphically, step by step.

this illustration shows the tangent at x0 (red) and its intersection
point with the x-axis, which we denote by x1.

15 / 40
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (2)
If we pick x0 to the right of the local maximum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?

We’ll just follow the iteration graphically, step by step.

this illustration shows the tangent at x1 (green) and its intersection
point with the x-axis, which we denote by x2. In addition, it shows
(again) the tangent at x0. 16 / 40
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (3)
If we pick x0 to the right of the local maximum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?

We’ll just follow the iteration graphically, step by step.

this illustration shows the tangent at x2 (purple) and its intersection
point with the x-axis, which we denote by x3. In addition, it shows a
portion of the tangent at x1. Note that we zoomed in to the left.

17 / 40
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (4)
If we pick x0 to the right of the local maximum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?

We’ll just follow the iteration graphically, step by step.

this illustration shows the tangent at x3 (magenta) and its
intersection point with the x-axis, which we denote by x4. In
addition, it shows a portion of the tangent at x2.
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (5)
If we pick x0 to the right of the local maximum, say x0 = 2, will
Newton–Raphson still converge to the root?

We’ll just follow the iteration graphically, step by step.

this illustration shows the tangent at x4 (brown) and its intersection
point with the x-axis, which we denote by x5. In addition, it shows a
portion of the tangent at x3.

19 / 40
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Exploring The Newton–Raphson Method (6)
Finally, this illustration shows the tangent at x5 (red) and its
intersection point with the x-axis, which we denote by x6. In
addition, it shows a portion of the tangent at x4 (brown).

It s clear that x6 is a fairly close approximation to a root of
f(x) = 4x3 − 8x+ 20. In fact, x5 = −2.1004281 while
x6 = −2.0945708. f(x5) = −0.2632360 and f(x6) = −0.0008639.
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Cases Where the Newton–Raphson Method Fails
There are cases where the method fails to find a root, despite the
fact that a real root does exist. A specific example is

I f(x) = lnx− 1. This example is somewhat pathological since it
is defined (over the reals) only for x > 0. Its root is
x = e = 2.718281 . . .. If the starting point, x0, satisfies
0 < x0 < e, the iteration will converge to the root. However, if
x0 > e, the intersection of the tangent with the x-axis is
negative, we get into complex values, and never converge to a
solution.

21 / 40
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Cases Where the Newton–Raphson Method Fails (2)

There are cases where the method fails to find a root, despite the
fact that a real root does exist. A specific example is

• f(x) = 3
√
x.

This example is also somewhat pathological, since the derivative
at the root, x = 0, is +∞.

22 / 40
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Cases Where the Newton–Raphson Method Fails (3)

There are other cases where the method fails to find a root, despite
the fact that a real root does exist.

• If we run in the course of the iteration into an xi where the
derivative is zero, f ′(xi) = 0.

• There are even polynomials with bad starting points. Usually
one has to work hard to find them, and we won’t even try.
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Newton–Raphson: Python Code
from random import *

def NR(func ,deriv ,epsilon =10**( -8) ,n=100,x0=None):

""" Given a real valued func and its real value derivative ,

deriv ,NR attempts to find a zero of func , using the

Newton -Raphson method.

NR starts with a an initial x0 (default value is None

which is replaced upon execusion by a random number distributed

uniformly in ( -100. ,100.)) , and performs n=100 iterations.

If the absolute value function on some x_i is smaller

than epsilon , None is the returned value """

if x0 is None:

x0 = uniform ( -100. ,100.)

x=x0; y=func(x)

for i in range(n):

if abs(y)<epsilon:

return x

elif abs(deriv(x))<epsilon:

print ("zero derivative , x0=",x0," i=",i, " xi=", x)

return None

else:

x=x- func(x)/ deriv(x)

y=func(x)

print("no convergence , x0=",x0 ," i=",i, " xi=", x)

return None
24 / 40
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Newton–Raphson in Python: Some Comments

The function NR is a “high order function” in the sense that two of
its arguments, func and deriv, are themselves functions (from reals
to reals).

The function NR “assumes” that deriv is indeed the derivative of
func. If you feed it with functions that do not satisfy this relations,
there is no reason why NR will return a root of func.

If an argument x for which the derivative is close to 0 is encountered,
NR prints a warning and returns None.

25 / 40
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Newton–Raphson in Python: Some More Comments

The default argument n=100 determines the number of iterations,
epsilon=10**(-8) the accuracy, and x0=None the starting point.

Having x0=None as the starting point leads to executing the code
x0=uniform(-100.,100.) (a random floating point number,
uniformly distributed in the interval [-100,+100]). Therefore, different
computations may well converge to different roots (if such exist).

We could set the default directly as x0=uniform(-100.,100.).
This does not work in Python, and we ask you to think why this fails.
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Newton–Raphson in Python: Execution Examples

First, we run our function NR using the function f(x) = x2 + 2x− 7,
whose derivative is f(x) = 2x+ 2. Observe that f(x) has two real
roots, and its derivative has a root at x = −1. We actually supply
the two functions to NR as anonymous functions, using lambda

expressions.

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x-7,lambda x:2*x+2)

-3.828427124747116

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x-7,lambda x:2*x+2)

1.82842712474619

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x-7,lambda x:2*x+2)

1.82842712474619

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x-7,lambda x: 2*x+2,x0=-1)

zero derivative , x0= -1 i= 0 xi= -1

>>> (lambda x: 2*x+2)( -1)

0

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x-7,lambda x: 2*x+2,x0=-2)

-3.8284271250498643

27 / 40
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Newton–Raphson in Python: More Execution Examples

We now run our function NR using the function f(x) = x2 + 2x+7,
whose derivative is f(x) = 2x+ 2 as well. Observe that f(x) has no
real roots. Again, we supply the two functions to NR as anonymous
functions, using lambda expressions.

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x+7,lambda x: 2*x+2)

no convergence , x0= 0 i= 99 xi= -0.29801393414

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x+7,lambda x: 2*x+2,n=1000)

no convergence , x0= 0 i= 999 xi= 10.9234003098

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x+7,lambda x:2*x+2,n=100000)

no convergence , x0= 29.3289256937 i= 99999 xi= 3.61509706324

# not much point in going on

>>> NR(lambda x: x**2+2*x+7,lambda x: 2*x+2,x0=-1)

# zero derivative at the starting point

zero derivative , x0= -1 i= 0 xi= -1

28 / 40
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A Distorted Newton–Raphson Method

Suppose we cruelly modify the Newton–Raphson method, as
following: Let h(x) be any real valued function.

Start with some initial guess, denoted x0, and iteratatively computes

xn+1 = xn −
f(xn)

h(xn)

until some halting condition is met.

It is still true easy that if the sequence converges to some limit, x∞,
then f(x∞) = 0. But it is even further from obvious if convergence
holds.
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A Distorted Newton–Raphson Method: Examples

>>> def f(x):

return x**7+30*x**4+5*x-100

>>> def g(x): # the proper derivative of f

return 7*x**6+120*x**3+5

>>> def h(x): # a cousin of the derivative of f

return 7*x**6+10*x**3+55

>>> def k(x): # a remote relative of the derivative of f

return x**6+x**2+7

>>> NR(f,g)

convergence in 25 iterations

-3.0612226903936515

>>> NR(f,h)

convergence in 62 iterations

-3.0612226903964697

>>> NR(f,k)

convergence in 38 iterations

-3.061222690396874

>>> NR(f,k)

no convergence , x0= 88.7744755425 i= 99 xi= 0.657822697098
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Distorted Newton–Raphson Method: More Examples

>>> def f(x):

return x**7+30*x**4+5*x-100

>>> def g(x): # the proper derivative of f

return 7*x**6+120*x**3+5

>>> def l(x): # not even a relative of g

return 5*x**4+x**2+77

>>> NR(f,l)

no convergence , x0= 0.561285440908 i= 99 xi= 1.8448561496

>>> NR(f,l)

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell #98>", line 1, in <module >

NR(f,l)

File "/Users/benny/Documents/InttroCS2011/Code/Intro12/lecture12_code.py", line 42, in NR

y=func(x)

File "<pyshell #14>", line 2, in f

return x**7+30*x**4+5*x-100

OverflowError: (34, ’Result too large’)

So apparently, to have convergence, the “fake derivative” should be
reasonably close to the true one. Enough is enough!
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Generalization of the Newton–Raphson Method

Newton–Raphson uses the first order derivative of a differentiable
function, f(x).

If f(x) has derivatives of higher order (e.g. 2nd order, 3rd order,
etc.), there are improved root finding methods that employ them,
and typically achieve higher convergence rates.

These methods are generally known as the class of Householder’s
methods. We will not discuss them here.

32 / 40
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Floating Point Arithmetic

Our real number arithmetic is done using floating point numbers, of
bounded accuracy (which is determined by the “physical word size”,
the operating system you are using, the version of the interpreter,
etc., etc.).

Floating point arithmetic carries many surprises for the unwary (and
the infidels). This follows from the fact that floating numbers are
represented as a number in binary, namely the sum of a fixed number
of (positive and negative) powers of two.

The bad news is that very simple rational numbers cannot be
represented this way. For example, the decimal 0.1 = 1/10 cannot be
represented as a sum of powers of two, since the denominator has
prime factors other than 2, in this case, 5.

33 / 40
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Wonders of Floating Point Arithmetic

A confusing issue is that when we type 0.1 (or, equivalently, 1/10) to
the interpreter, the reply is 0.1.

>>> 1/10

0.1

This does not mean that 0.1 is represented exactly as a floating point
number. It just means that Python’s designers have built the
display function to act this way. In fact the inner representation of
0.1 on most machines today is 3602879701896396 / 2**55.

>>> 1/10 == 3602879701896397 / 2**55

True

And so is the inner representation of 0.10000000000000001.
Since the two have the same inner representation, no wonder that
display treats them the same

>>> 0.10000000000000001

0.1

34 / 40
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More Wonders of Floating Point Arithmetic

Once we realize this inherent restriction of floating point arithmetic,
some mysteries are resolved. For example

>>> 0.1+0.1==0.2

True

>>> 0.1+0.1+0.1 == 0.3

False

And indeed,

>>> 0.1+0.1

0.2

>>> 0.1+0.1+0.1

0.30000000000000004

35 / 40
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And Even More Wonders of Floating Point Arithmetic

As we have pointed out, floating point precision is determined by the
“physical word size”, the operating system you are using, the version
of the interpreter, etc. etc. For example, on my home computer
(MacBook Pro, running MAC OSX version 10.6.8, Build 10K549,
using Python version 3.1.2 and the IDLE interpreter), I got the
following

>>> type (10**( -324))

<class ’float’>

>>> 10**( -324)==0.

True

>>> 10**( -323)==0.

False

So supposedly precision on that specific machine around zero is 323
digital points. This may seem incompatible with having

>>> 0.10000000000000001 == 0.1

True
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Large Numbers: Floating Point vs. Integers

As we have pointed out, floating point precision is determined by the
“physical word size”, the operating system you are using, the version
of the interpreter, etc. etc. For example, on my home computer
(MacBook Pro, running MAC OSX version 10.6.8, Build 10K549,
using Python version 3.1.2 and the IDLE interpreter), I got the
following

>>> type (10**( -324))

<class ’float’>

>>> 10**( -324)==0.

True

>>> 10**( -323)==0.

False

So supposedly precision on that specific machine around zero is 323
digital points. This may seem incompatible with having

>>> 0.10000000000000001 == 0.1

True
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Representation of Floating Point Numbers
Suppose we deal with a machine with 64 bit words. A floating point
number is typically represented by

sign · fraction · 2exponent.

• The sign is ±1.
• The fraction is a sum of negative powers of 2, represented by

52 bits, 0 ≤ fraction ≤ 1− 2−52.
• The exponent is an integer, represented by 11 bits (one used for

the sign), −1023 ≤ exponent ≤ 1023.

(figure from Wikipedia)

In particular, the largest floating point number in a 64 bit word is
smaller than 21024, and larger than 21023.
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Representation of Floating Point Numbers

In particular, the largest floating point number in a 64 bit machine is
smaller than 21024, and larger than 21023. We can try looking for this
maximum,

>>> sum (2.0**i for i in range (971 ,1024))

1.7976931348623157e+308

>>> sum (2.0**i for i in range (970 ,1024))

inf
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Representation of Floating Point Numbers

We can also probe Python for exact values of various floating points
constants (and even understand most of them).

>>> sys.float_info

sys.floatinfo(

max =1.7976931348623157e+308,

max_exp =1024,

max_10_exp =308,

min =2.2250738585072014e-308,

min_exp =-1021,

min_10_exp =-307,

dig=15,

mant_dig =53,

epsilon =2.220446049250313e-16,

radix=2,

rounds =1)
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